The modeling of atmospheric processes in the context of weather and climate simulations is an important and computationally expensive challenge. The temporal integration of the underlying PDEs requires a very large number of time steps, even when the terms accounting for the propagation of fast atmospheric waves are treated implicitly. Therefore, the use of parallel-in-time integration schemes to reduce the time-to-solution is of increasing interest, particularly in the numerical weather forecasting field.
Introduction
The accurate simulation of atmospheric flows over long periods of time is one of the critical components in the fields of numerical weather prediction and climate modeling. Despite a rich history of numerical methods in the field, the development of more accurate and efficient temporal integration methods for weather and climate simulations is still an ongoing challenge (Mengaldo et al., 2018) . One difficulty is the presence of a wide range of time scales in the equations, including the propagation of fast atmospheric waves, which imposes a severe stability restriction on the time step size of fully explicit integration schemes. Implicit-explicit schemes partly overcome this limitation by treating the stiff terms implicitly, but still involve a very large number of time steps for high-resolution long-range simulations (up to a thousand years for paleoclimate studies). Therefore, parallel-in-time methods are an attractive approach to reduce the time-to-solution by accessing an additional axis of parallelism in the temporal direction.
In this work, we study the performance and accuracy of an implicit-explicit, iterative, multi-level, parallel-in-time integration scheme based on the Parallel Full Approximation Scheme in Space and Time (PFASST, Emmett and Minion, 2012) in the context of atmospheric flows. The method is applied to the Shallow-Water Equations (SWE) on the rotating sphere, a common two-dimensional proxy that incorporates the horizontal features of the full three-dimensional atmospheric equations. In the classification of Burrage (1997) , the parallelization strategy in PFASST relies on parallelization across the steps, which consists in solving multiple time steps concurrently on different processing units to accelerate the simulations. Other examples of this type of parallelism include Parareal (Lions et al., 2001) , the Parallel Implicit Time-integration Algorithm (PITA, Farhat and Chandesris, 2003) and the MultiGrid Reduction in Time (MGRIT, Falgout et al., 2014) . This approach differs from other classes of methods not considered in this work, namely, parallelization across the method, in which intermediate stage values are computed in parallel (e.g., Butcher, 1997) , and parallelization across the problem, in which the full problem is split into subproblems coupled iteratively (e.g., Gander, 1999) . Parallel-in-time methods based on exponential integration have also been proposed (Gander and Güttel, 2013; Haut and Wingate, 2014; Haut et al., 2015) . They have been applied to the linear SWE on the plane (Schreiber et al., 2017) , on the sphere (Schreiber and Loft, 2018) , and to the nonlinear SWE on the sphere .
The structure of PFASST is similar to that of Parareal as both algorithms combine parallel, relatively expensive updates based on approximate initial conditions and serial inexpensive updates propagating the new initial conditions on the time interval. However, the PFASST solution updates are computed iteratively with Spectral Deferred Corrections (SDC) instead of direct ODE integrators such as RungeKutta schemes in standard Parareal. This makes it possible to amortize the cost of the fine-level SDC updates over multiple PFASST iterations (Minion, 2011) , thereby reducing the computational cost of the fine propagator. The flexibility inherent in the SDC approach also allows for the straightforward construction of implicit-explicit (IMEX) methods of very high order, which has not yet been attained with methods like linear-multistep or Runge-Kutta methods (Minion, 2003) . IMEX schemes are preferred in the current setting over explicit or fully implicit methods.
In PFASST the SDC corrections are interweaved on a hierarchy of levels representing coarse spacetime approximations of the fine problem under consideration. This iterative procedure allowing for spatial coarsening results in a larger theoretical parallel efficiency than with the Parareal algorithm. An efficient implementation of the PFASST algorithm has been proposed (Emmett and Minion, 2014) , and the parallel efficiency of the scheme has been demonstrated for some applications, including the N-body problem (Speck et al., 2012) and the heat equation (Speck et al., 2014) . Recently, in Bolten et al. (2017 Bolten et al. ( , 2018 , the PFASST algorithm has been cast as a multigrid method and its convergence has been studied for synthetic diffusion-dominated and advection-dominated problems. PFASST has also been used in the context of optimal control problems (Götschel and Minion, 2019) .
The space-time coarsening and interpolation strategy is one of the critical determinants of the accuracy and efficiency of the PFASST algorithm. We consider the approach proposed in the serial Multi-Level Spectral Deferred Corrections (MLSDC) scheme in Hamon et al. (2019) . It takes advantage of the structure of the spatial discretization based on the Spherical Harmonics (SH) transform, which plays a key role in our parallel-in-time scheme, thereafter referred to as PFASST-SH. Specifically, we have shown in previous work that the SH basis can be truncated, or padded with zeros, to construct consistent spatial restriction and interpolation operators between levels. As in Hamon et al. (2019) , we also exploit the properties of the SH transform to efficiently solve the implicit systems at each temporal node. This study is relevant for operational numerical weather prediction systems as the SH transform is used in the Integrated Forecast System (IFS) at the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF, Wedi et al., 2013) and the Global Spectral Model (GSM) at the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA, Kanamitsu et al., 1983) .
We evaluate the properties of the proposed PFASST-SH algorithm using a well-known suite of nonlinear shallow-water test cases that are representative of the horizontal features of atmospheric flows (Williamson et al., 1992; Galewsky et al., 2004) . These wave-propagation examples are challenging for the integration scheme as parallel-in-time methods are known to suffer from convergence difficulties on advection-dominated problems (e.g., Ruprecht, 2018) . In addition, the nonlinear problems considered in this work are characterized by the progressive amplification over time of high-frequency modes not captured by the coarse SDC updates. This can undermine the accuracy of the parallel approach on these modes when spatial coarsening is aggressive. However, the use of artificial diffusion is common in the Williamson and Galewsky test cases and is standard in codes like the IFS, which brings into question the relevance of accuracy in the highest frequencies. We investigate this question by using different mea-sures of error on the SH discretization in the experiments. We start by evaluating the convergence rate of PFASST-SH as the time step size is decreased. This confirms that spatial coarsening is a key determinant of the accuracy of the parallel scheme, and demonstrates that PFASST-SH can capture the small-scale features of the solution when the spatial coarsening is mild. Then, we measure the computational cost of PFASST-SH to show that it yields a significant reduction in the time-to-solution compared to serial single-level and multi-level SDC schemes for the three numerical examples considered here. A strong scalability test performed on the benchmark proposed in Galewsky et al. (2004) concludes our numerical study of the properties of PFASST-SH.
In Sections 2, 3, and 4, we compactly review some features of the problem -namely, the governing equations, SH transform, and IMEX temporal splitting -already discussed in Hamon et al. (2019) to ensure the completeness of the present paper. We present the parallel-in-time numerical scheme based on PFASST-SH in Section 5. We evaluate its performance and accuracy on SWE test cases in Section 6.
Mathematical model
In this work, we study the properties of the parallel integration scheme applied to the Shallow-Water Equations (SWE) on the rotating sphere. This simplified mathematical model captures the horizontal features of realistic atmospheric flows and allows us to evaluate the main properties of our numerical scheme -namely, accuracy, performance, and robustness -on a set of well-defined test cases Williamson et al. (1992) ; Galewsky et al. (2004) . To overcome the singularity in the velocity field at the poles, we use the vorticity-divergence formulation in physical space (Bourke, 1972; Hack and Jakob, 1992) . The prognostic variables U = [Φ, ζ, δ] T are respectively the geopotential, Φ, the vorticity, ζ, and the divergence, δ. The system of governing partial differential equations reads
where the first group in the right-hand side of (1) contains the stiff terms involved in the linear wave motion induced by gravitational forces and also includes the diffusion term
The average geopotential,Φ = gh, is written as the product of the gravitational acceleration by the average height, and Φ is defined as Φ = Φ −Φ. The diffusion coefficient is denoted by ν. Including a diffusion term in the governing equations is used in practice in atmospheric simulations to stabilize the flow dynamics and reduce the errors caused by under-resolved nonlinearly interacting modes. The second group contains all the relatively less stiff, nonlinear terms present in the governing equations
where k = [0, 0, 1] T . The horizontal velocity vector is V ≡ iu + jv, where i and j are the unit vectors in the eastward and northward directions, respectively. The Coriolis force is represented by f = 2Ω sin φ, where Ω is the angular rate of rotation, and φ is the latitude. In Section 4, we use this linear-nonlinear decomposition to define the IMEX temporal splitting treating the stiff terms implicitly and the less stiff terms explicitly.
To express the velocities as a function of the prognostic variables, ζ and δ, we first use the Helmholtz theorem which relates V to a scalar stream function, ψ, and a scalar velocity potential, χ,
Using the identities
the application of the curl and divergence operators to (4) yields ζ = ∇ 2 ψ and δ = ∇ 2 χ. The Laplace operators can be efficiently inverted using the SH transform to compute the stream function, ψ, and the velocity potential, χ, as a function of ζ and δ. This is discussed in the next section, along with the spatial discretization of L and N .
Spectral transform method
Here, we review the methodology based on the global SH transform used to discretize the governing equations in space. The parallel multi-level scheme proposed in this work heavily relies on the structure of this spatial discretization for the construction of a hierarchy of space-time levels. In the SH scheme, the representation of a function of longitude λ and Gaussian latitude µ ≡ sin(φ), ξ(λ, µ), consists of a sum of spherical harmonic basis functions, P r s (µ)e irλ , weighted by the spectral coefficients ξ r s ,
where the index r (respectively, s) refers to the latitudinal (respectively, longitudinal) mode. In (7), P r s is the normalized associated Legendre polynomial. Without loss of generality, we use a triangular truncation with S(r) = R. We note that simply truncating the modes corresponding to high-frequency features -i.e., reducing R in (7) -yields a consistent coarse representation of the discrete problem. This will be exploited in Section 5 in the integration scheme.
The transformation from physical to spectral space is achieved in two steps. The first step consists in taking the discrete Fourier transform of ξ(λ, µ) in longitude -i.e., over λ -, followed by a second step based on the application of the discrete Legendre transformation in latitude. This two-step global transform is applied to (1) to obtain a system of coupled ordinary differential equations involving the prognostic variables in spectral space, Θ . Noting that, due to the symmetry of the spectral coefficients, we only have to consider the indices r ≥ 0, we obtain for r ∈ {0, . . . , R} and s ∈ {r, . . . , R},
where (L) r s , and N r s are the discrete, spectral representations of the operators defined in (2), and (3). The state variable in spectral space, Θ, is defined as a vector of size K as follows
An efficient implementation of the global SH transform is described in Temperton (1991) ; Rivier et al. (2002); Schaeffer (2013) . The former reference served as a basis for the developments presented here.
Temporal splitting
In atmospheric modeling, the propagation of fast waves -e.g., sound or gravity waves -in the system often imposes a severe stability restriction on the time step size of fully explicit schemes. Fully implicit schemes overcome this stability constraint but require solving expensive global nonlinear systems (Evans et al., 2010; Jia et al., 2013; Lott et al., 2015) .
Instead, implicit-explicit (IMEX) schemes only evaluate implicitly the stiff terms involved in the propagation of the fast waves, while less stiff terms are updated explicitly. This strategy reduces the cost of the implicit solves and allows for relatively large stable time steps. In non-hydrostatic atmospheric modeling, dimensional splitting is a commonly used IMEX strategy that only treats implicitly the terms involved in the (fast) vertical dynamics (Ullrich and Jablonowski, 2012; Weller et al., 2013; Giraldo et al., 2013; Lock et al., 2014; Gardner et al., 2018) . Alternatively, the approach of Robert et al. (1972) ; Giraldo (2005) consists in linearizing the governing PDEs and treating the linearized piece implicitly. The term treated explicitly is obtained by subtracting the linearized part from the nonlinear system.
In this work, we directly discretize the fast linear terms on the right-hand side of (8) implicitly, while the other terms are evaluated explicitly. Specifically, our integration scheme relies on the following splitting, written below in semi-discrete form for r ∈ {0, . . . , R} and s ∈ {r, . . . , R},
where
That is, the implicit right-hand side, (F I ) r s , contains the terms representing linear wave motion induced by gravitational forces and the diffusion term. The explicit right-hand side, (F E ) r s , contains a linear harmonic oscillator and the nonlinear terms. As explained in Section 5.4, in the context of the SH spatial discretization, the implicit solve necessary in the IMEX time-stepping approach is inexpensive compared to the cost of the explicit evaluation of nonlinear terms. Hence, the IMEX approach greatly reduces the computational cost per step compared to a fully implicit method by circumventing the need for a global nonlinear solver. The IMEX approach also allows much larger stable time steps than a fully explicit method with little additional computational cost. Next, we describe the parallel integration scheme that is used to advance the semi-discrete system (10) in time.
Parallel-in-time integration
We review the fundamentals of the Parallel Full Approximation Scheme in Space and Time (PFASST) algorithm detailed in Emmett and Minion (2012) after earlier work by Minion (2011) . The multi-level scheme consists in coupling iteratively serial coarse SDC sweeps propagating the initial conditions with parallel fine SDC sweeps achieving high-order accuracy at each time step. We start from two building blocks that are key to the accuracy and efficiency of the scheme, namely the SDC sweeps in Section 5.1.1 and the Full Approximation Scheme (FAS) in Section 5.1.2. Then we detail the steps of PFASST and its computational cost in Sections 5.2 to 5.5. In the presentation, we consider a system of coupled ODEs in the generic form
where F I and F E are the implicit and explicit right-hand sides, respectively, with F = F I + F E and Θ(t) is the state variable at time t.
Ingredients of the time integration scheme
In the following sections, we review separately the different components of the parallel-in-time integration method, starting from Spectral Deferred Corrections.
IMplicit-EXplicit Spectral Deferred Correction (IMEX SDC)
SDC methods have been presented in Dutt et al. (2000) and then generalized to methods with different temporal splittings in Minion (2003) ; Bourlioux et al. (2003) ; Layton and Minion (2004) . In the context of fast-wave slow-wave problems, the properties of IMEX SDC schemes have been studied in Ruprecht and Speck (2016) . In SDC methods, the interval [t n , t n+1 ] is decomposed into M subintervals using M +1 Gauss-Batter temporal nodes, such that
In the remainder of this paper, we use the shorthand notation t m = t n,m . We denote by Θ m+1,(k+1) the approximate solution at node m + 1 and at sweep (k + 1). The SDC scheme applied to the implicitexplicit temporal splitting (13) iteratively improves the accuracy of the approximation based on the discrete correction equation
The coefficients q m+1,j are chosen to be the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature points, such that the term on the third line of (16) is a high-order approximation of the integral
Finally, the coefficientsq 
. We refer to Weiser (2015) for a proof that this choice leads to fast convergence of the iterative process to the fixed-point solution for stiff problems, and to Hamon et al. (2018) for numerical examples illustrating the improved convergence. Each pass of the discrete version of the update equation (16), referred to as sweep, increases the formal order of accuracy by one until the order of accuracy of the quadrature applied to the third integral is reached (Christlieb et al., 2009 ). We mention here that our implementation splits the implicit step of (16) into two substeps, with a substep for the physical linear terms followed by a substep for the artificial diffusion terms. This additional splitting is described in Bourlioux et al. (2003) and will not be discussed in the present paper for brevity.
Using the compact notation of Bolten et al. (2017) , we introduce the space-time vectors
We also define the operator
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and I K ∈ R K×K is the identity matrix. 1 M +1 ∈ R M +1 is a vector of ones. Using these definitions, the integration scheme (16) can be written as an iterative solution method for the collocation problem defined by
In the PFASST algorithm, SDC sweeps are applied iteratively on coarse and fine representations of the problem to propagate the updated initial conditions and improve the accuracy of the solution. Coarse and fine problems are properly coupled by modifying the discrete equations solved on the coarse level. Next, we discuss this other key component of the parallel-in-time algorithm, referred to in the nonlinear multigrid literature as the Full Approximation Scheme.
Full Approximation Scheme (FAS)
We limit the presentation to the case of the two-level case. We refer to the fine level (respectively, the coarse level) with the index = f (respectively, the fine level). Using the notations K to represent the total number of spectral coefficients in (9) on level , we denote by
Parallel Full Approximation Scheme in Space and Time (PFASST) algorithm
We present the steps of the PFASST algorithm presented in Emmett and Minion (2012) , with the improved communication pattern of Emmett and Minion (2014) . The presentation of the algorithm is done for the two-level case. We consider that n ts processors are available to solve a block of n ts time steps in parallel and we assume that the n th time step is assigned to processor, or set of computing resources, P n . We denote by Θ n,m,(k) the approximate solution at time step n, at SDC node index m, and at
is the space-time vector containing the approximate solution at time step n, at all temporal nodes, and PFASST iteration (k). The algorithm starts with a prediction step (Algorithm 1) during which serial coarse SDC sweeps are applied to generate the initial conditions for all the time steps. After the prediction step, a sequence of iterations (Algorithm 2) is used to improve the quality of the initial conditions and achieve high-order accuracy on the time intervals with parallel fine SDC sweeps.
We first discuss the prediction procedure presented in Algorithm 1. Considering processor P n (0 < n < n ts − 1), this step starts with ReceiveInitialConditionFromFirstProc in Step 1-A, which consists in copying the initial condition received from P 0 to all temporal nodes of the n th time step on the fine level. Then, still considering P n , this initial approximation is restricted to the coarse level in Step 1-B. The principles of Restrict are described in Section 5.3. In Evaluate F, the right-hand sides are evaluated on the coarse level after the restriction. The approximation is improved iteratively with n + 1 coarse sweeps in Step 1-C . SweepCoarse consists in applying (24) at each node on the coarse level. Before each sweep, in ReceiveInitialConditionFromPreviousProc, the updated initial condition is received from P n−1 and copied to the first node (m = 0). The right-hand sides at this node are then re-evaluated using the new value. After each sweep, the value at the last SDC node (m = M c ) is sent to P n+1 with SendLastNodeValueToNextProc. After these n sweeps, in Step 1-D, the approximate solution is interpolated back to the fine level with Interpolate (see Section 5.3) and the prediction is complete. This prediction procedure does not require fine sweeps and is therefore relatively inexpensive.
The PFASST iteration is outlined in Algorithm 2. Considering processor P n (0 < n < n ts − 1), the iteration starts with a sweep on the fine level in Step 2-A. The procedure SweepFine consists in applying the discrete correction (16) at each node on the fine level. The updated fine value resulting from this sweep at the last SDC node (m = M f ) is sent to the next processor P n+1 . Then, on P n , the fine approximate solution is restricted to the coarse level and the FAS correction is computed in Step 2-B. Using the updated coarse initial condition received from P n−1 , the right-hand sides at the first node are recomputed and a coarse sweep is performed in Step 2-C . This sweep yields a new coarse value at the last SDC node of time step n that is sent to P n+1 . After that, on P n , the coarse correction is interpolated to the fine level and the new fine initial condition is received from processor P n−1 . We complete the PFASST iteration by applying the increment computed in Step 2-D for m = 0 to the new initial condition. For the special of n = 0, P 0 follows Algorithms 1-2 but skips the ReceiveInitialCondition steps.
Algorithm 1: PFASST predictor on two space-time levels for processor P n (0 < n < n ts − 1).
on all levels.
Restrict, re-evaluate, save restriction, and compute FAS correction
, τ f 1-C) Receive new initial condition, sweep, and send to next processor
Return to finest level and receive new fine initial condition before next iteration
Construction of the coarse level
The coarsening strategy used to construct the space-time level = c has a strong impact on the performance and accuracy of the PFASST algorithm. The goal is to obtain a coarse problem on which the SDC sweeps are inexpensive but can still capture most of the features of the fine solution. This is a challenge for nonlinear shallow-water problems whose temporal evolution is characterized by the progressive amplification of large high-frequency modes that cannot be easily resolved by the coarse sweeps. Therefore, the presence of these high-frequency modes in the fine solution will inherently limit the spatial coarsening that can be applied to this class of problems.
Here, we adopt the strategy proposed in Hamon et al. (2019) to construct the coarse level and transfer data between levels. It has previously been implemented in the Multi-Level Spectral Deferred Corrections (MLSDC-SH) scheme to simulate atmospheric flows. The spatial coarsening strategy is performed entirely in spectral space and acts directly on the spectral basis. Importantly, this approach is based on mode truncation and zero-padding and does not introduce spurious modes in the approximated solution. The coarsening strategy of Hamon et al. (2019) is reproduced here for completeness.
Algorithm 2: PFASST iteration on two space-time levels for processor P n (0 < n < n ts − 1).
E,f from the previous PFASST iteration (k) on the fine level.
2-A) Perform a fine sweep and send to next processor
Receive new initial condition, sweep, and send to next processor
2-D) Return to finest level and receive new fine initial condition before next iteration
The restriction of the approximate solution and right-hand sides from the fine level to the coarse level is performed in two steps. This operation, R c f , can be decomposed into a restriction in time followed by a restriction in space as follows
represents the temporal (respectively, spatial) operator. As explained above, Θ ∈ C (M +1)K is the space-time vector storing the state of the system at level , where K denotes the number of spectral coefficients used in (9) at level and M + 1 denotes the number of SDC nodes at level .
In (25), the restriction operator in time is defined using the Kronecker product as
is the rectangle matrix employed to interpolate a scalar function from the fine temporal discretization to the coarse temporal discretization. This matrix is defined using the Lagrange polynomials L j f on the fine temporal discretization as follows
using the SDC node i − 1 at the coarse level, denoted by t i−1 c . In the numerical examples, we will limit the analysis to the special cases of two, three, and five Gauss-Lobatto nodes. For this choice, applying this restriction operator in time is equivalent to performing pointwise injection. The restriction in space requires choosing the number of spectral coefficients that can be represented on the coarse level, denoted by K c . Then, we truncate the spectral representation of the primary variables (9) in the SH transform to remove K f − K c spectral coefficients corresponding to the high-frequency spatial features of the approximate solution. This is achieved by applying the matrix
In (28) The interpolation procedure used to transfer the approximate solution from the coarse level to the fine level is also defined in two steps. It begins with the application of the interpolation operator in space, (P s ) f c and continues with the application of the interpolation operator in time, (
The interpolation operator in space is defined as the transpose of the restriction operator in space (see
These operations are realized in an efficient way by padding the spectral representation of the primary variables at the coarse level with K f − K c zeros. Finally, the interpolation operator in time is analogous to (26) and reads
where the rectangle interpolation matrix Π f c is constructed with the Lagrange polynomials L j c on the coarse temporal discretization. For two, three, and five Gauss-Lobatto nodes, (31) amounts to performing pointwise injection at the fine nodes that correspond to the coarse nodes, and then polynomial interpolation to compute the solution at the remaining fine nodes. In Section 6, we will show that the accuracy of PFASST-SH is heavily dependent on the choice of the spatial coarsening ratio in the coarsening step, since this parameter determines the range of spectral modes that can be captured on the coarse level.
Solver for the implicit systems
The parallel-in-time integration scheme entails solving implicit systems at each SDC node such that m > 0. They are in the form
In (32), b is obtained from (16) or (24). For simplicity, we have dropped the subscripts denoting the space-time levels. The structure of the linear right-hand side in (11) is determined by the spatial discretization and temporal splitting described above. As in Hamon et al. (2019) , this structure is exploited to circumvent the need for a linear solver and efficiently get the updated solution in spectral space via local updates only. For brevity, we refer the reader to Hamon et al. (2019) for a presentation of this solution strategy.
Computational cost of PFASST-SH
Next we compare the theoretical computational cost of PFASST-SH to those of the serial SDC and MLSDC-SH schemes (Hamon et al., 2019) . The PFASST-SH integration scheme with a block of n ts time steps solved in parallel -which is assumed here to correspond to the number of processors -, M f + 1 temporal nodes on the fine level, M c + 1 temporal nodes on the coarse level, N PF iterations, and a spatial coarsening ratio α = R c /R f is denoted by PFASST(n ts , M f + 1, M c + 1, N PF , α). We refer to the single-level SDC scheme with M f + 1 temporal nodes and N S fine sweeps as SDC(M f + 1, N S ). We denote by MLSDC(M f + 1, M c + 1, N M L , α) the MLSDC-SH scheme with M f + 1 nodes on the fine level, M c + 1 nodes of the coarse level, N ML iterations, and a spatial coarsening ratio of α. This notation for the PFASST-SH, SDC, and MLSDC-SH schemes is summarized in Tables 1 and 2 .
Spatial coarsening ratio To approximate the computational cost of the integration schemes, we consider a block of n ts time steps of individual size ∆t PF solved in parallel with PFASST-SH. C s denotes the cost of solving the implicit system (32) on level . C fi (respectively, C fe ) is the cost of evaluating the implicit (respectively, explicit) right-hand side on level . We decompose the cost of PFASST(n ts , M f + 1, M c + 1, N PF , α) into the cost of the prediction, and the cost of the PFASST iterations. The cost of the prediction outlined in Algorithm 1 is written as
where the term in (33a) represents the cost of re-evaluating the coarse right-hand sides at all temporal nodes after the restriction in
Step 1-B. The term in (33b) corresponds to the cost of re-evaluating the right-hand side at the first node once the new initial condition has been received in Step 1-C . Finally, the cost of the n ts serial coarse sweeps performed during the prediction in
Step 1-C is in (33c).
The cost of the PFASST iteration detailed in Algorithm 2 reads
The term in (34a) represents the cost of the fine sweep (Step 2-A) . The term in (34b) is the cost of re-evaluating the coarse right-hand sides at all nodes except the first one after the restriction (Step 2-B) .
The term in (34c) represents the cost of re-evaluating the coarse right-hand sides at the first node after receiving the new initial condition in
Step 2-C . The cost of the coarse sweep is in (34d), and the cost of re-evaluating the fine right-hand side after receiving the new initial condition is in (34e). Assuming that N PF iterations are performed and denoting the communication costs of the full algorithm -i.e., prediction and iterations -by C comm , we obtain
This derivation assumes that the cost of computing the FAS correction at the end of Step 2-B (a linear combination of function values already accounted for) is negligible. The computational cost of the serial SDC and MLSDC-SH are considered in Hamon et al. (2019) . Briefly, using the same block of n ts time steps of individual size ∆t PF = ∆t SDC the serial SDC(M f + 1, N S ) has a computational cost of
where the term in (36a) represents the cost of recomputing the right-hand sides at the beginning of each time step, which was not accounted for in Hamon et al. (2019) because it is the same for SDC and MLSDC-SH -and the term in (36b) is the cost of the sweeps. To compare (35) and (36b), we express the cost of the coarse operators as functions of the fine grid quantities and the spatial coarsening ratio. To this end, we assume that the cost of the operators is proportional to the number of spectral coefficients in (9), denoted by K . We know that K = 3R (R + 1)/2 since there are three primary variables individually represented with R (R + 1)/2 spectral coefficients. This yields
where we have used the definition of the spatial coarsening ratio α = R c /R f and the fact that (R f + 1/α)/(R f + 1) ≈ 1 for the parameters considered in the numerical examples of Section 6 -i.e., R f ≥ 256 and α ≥ 1/5. We obtain from an analogous derivation that
f . For simplicity, we further assume that that the cost of evaluating each right-hand side is equal to that of solving the implicit system -even though, in practice, evaluating the nonlinear term requires applying the SH transform and is therefore more expensive than the other operations. This assumption reads
Using these simplifying assumptions, we estimate the theoretical speedup of PFASST with respect to SDC S
where the coefficients in the denominator are defined as a
The above derivation assumes that PFASST-SH and SDC can achieve the same accuracy for the same time step size, which is only true if and when the residuals in the PFASST-SH iterations converge to the same level as as the SDC scheme. Whenever this is not the case, we rescale the expression of (39) by the ratio ∆t PF /∆t SDC , where ∆t PF (respectively, ∆t SDC ) denotes the time step size used for PFASST-SH (respectively, for the serial SDC). The theoretical speedup of PFASST-SH with respect to MLSDC-SH, whose derivation is omitted, reads
In (40), we have introduced e = (3M f + 2)/(5n ts M c ), f = (5M c + 2)/(5n ts M c ), and g = 2M c + (3M c + 2)n ts + 2 /(5n ts M c ). We will compare the theoretical speedups obtained in this section with the observed speedups based on wall-clock time in the next section.
Numerical examples
We are now ready to analyze the accuracy, stability, and computational cost of the parallel-in-time integration method proposed in this paper to determine the conditions in which PFASST-SH reduces the time-to-solution. We use numerical examples of increasing complexity to successively evaluate the sensitivity of these PFASST-SH properties to the time step size, the number of iterations, and the number of processors. The examples are performed using the finest spatial resolution given by R f = 256 in (7), which is sufficient to generate complex flow dynamics over the time integration window. The error is computed with the following norm on the spectral coefficients
where φ is the approximate solution and φ ref is the reference solution. If we set R norm = R f in (41), || · || ∞, R f is the standard L ∞ -norm in spectral space that measures the ability of PFASST-SH to capture the fully detailed solution. If R norm < R f , || · || ∞, Rnorm is a semi-norm that assesses the accuracy of PFASST-SH for the large-scale features represented by the slow modes of the spectral basis. As mentioned in the Section 1, the use of artificial diffusion in numerical simulations implies that the accuracy on the highest frequency modes is not of primary interest. Hence, in the numerical examples, we consider R norm = 32, R norm = 64, and R norm = R f = 256. The studies presented next have been conducted on the 2.3-GHz 16-core Intel Haswell nodes of the Cori supercomputer at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. This system relies on a Cray Aries highspeed interconnect. Even though the following test cases are run without any parallelization in space for simplicity, our parallel-in-time method is meant to allow access to an additional axis of parallelism whenever spatial parallelization is saturated.
Propagation of a Gaussian dome
We first consider the propagation of a Gaussian bump on the sphere. This example is adapted from Swarztrauber (2004) and was used in Hamon et al. (2019) to assess the performance of MLSDC-SH. The initial velocities are set to zero (u = v = 0), and a Gaussian dome centered at λ c = π and φ c = π/4 is introduced in the geopotential field, such that the height is given by
where a denotes the earth radius. The distance d is defined as
with
We use the same values as in Swarztrauber (2004) for the Earth radius, the gravitational acceleration, and the angular rate of rotation Ω involved in the Coriolis force. In (42), we seth = 29, 400 m and A = 6, 000 m. We simulate 102, 400 s (28 hours, 26 min, 40 s) of propagation with a spatial resolution R f = 256 and a diffusion coefficient ν = 10 5 m 2 .s −1 . PFASST-SH is run with 16 processors, using one time step per compute node. The geopotential field obtained using PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 5, M c + 1 = 3, N PF = 8, α = 4/5) -i.e., with five SDC nodes on the fine level, three SDC nodes on the coarse level, eight iterations, and a spatial coarsening ratio α = 4/5 -with a time step size ∆t = 100 s is shown in Fig. 1 . This figure also shows the difference between this PFASST-SH solution and the reference solution obtained using SDC(M f + 1 = 5, N S = 8) based on the same spatial resolution and ∆t ref = 60 s, illustrating the fact that PFASST-SH can accurately reproduce the reference geopotential map without numerical artifacts. The spectrum of the reference solution is in Fig. 2 . To gain an understanding of the accuracy and stability of PFASST-SH, we perform a study of the error norm as a function of time step size for a fixed number of iterations. The geopotential error with respect to the reference solution is shown as a function of time step size in Fig. 3 . For simplicity, we focus on PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 3, M c + 1 = 2, N PF = 4, α) and PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 5, M c + 1 = 3, N PF = 8, α) with four and eight iterations, respectively. We consider the spatial coarsening ratios α = 1/5, 1/2, and 4/5. This figure illustrates two key properties of PFASST-SH. First, considering stability, we observe that the PFASST-SH schemes can take relatively large time steps, on the order of 10 2 s, but we also note that their largest time step size decreases when the spatial coarsening ratio, α, is increased. The largest time steps taken by PFASST-SH are about ten times smaller than with the corresponding serial SDC schemes. Second, we see that the PFASST-SH accuracy also depends on the choice of a spatial coarsening ratio, as this parameter determines the portion of the spectrum of the solution that can be resolved on the coarse level (see Fig. 2 ). This is because for an aggressive spatial coarsening -i.e., α close to zero -, the main features of the solution cannot be captured on the coarse level. As a result, when the number of iterations, N PF , is small compared to the number of time steps computed in parallel, n ts , the PFASST-SH error stagnates at a relatively large magnitude. Conversely, for a milder spatial coarsening -with α close to one -, higher-frequency modes are included on the coarse level. This significantly improves the accuracy of PFASST-SH, but also imposes a more severe stability limit on the time step size.
Finally, for α = 1/2 and α = 4/5, we observe that the PFASST-SH accuracy better matches that of the SDC schemes when we only consider the low-frequency modes in the computation of the error (R norm = 32). This means that PFASST-SH with a small number of iterations can efficiently resolve the spectral coefficients corresponding to the large-scale features of the solution, at the expense of the accuracy for the small-scale features. Figure 3: Gaussian bump: L∞-norm of the error in the geopotential field after 28 hours, 26 min, 40 s as a function of time step size. We apply the same norm to the SDC and PFASST-SH schemes, with Rnorm = 256 in 3(a), and Rnorm = 32 in 3(b). In the legend, the fourth (respectively, fifth) parameter of the PFASST-SH schemes denotes the number of iterations (respectively, the coarsening ratio in space). For each scheme, the rightmost point corresponds to the largest stable time step. Figure 4: Gaussian bump: L∞-norm of the error in the geopotential field after 28 hours, 26 min, 40 s as a function of wall-clock time. We apply the same norm to the SDC and PFASST-SH schemes, with Rnorm = 256 in 4(a), and Rnorm = 32 in 4(b). In the legend, the fourth (respectively, fifth) parameter of the PFASST-SH schemes denotes the number of iterations (respectively, the coarsening ratio in space). For each scheme, the leftmost point corresponds to the largest stable time step. For their largest stable time step, we observe that the PFASST-SH schemes reduce the computational cost compared to the serial SDC schemes.
We now evaluate the computational cost of the parallel-in-time scheme. In Fig. 4 , the geopotential error norm is shown as a function of wall-clock time for the same PFASST-SH schemes as in Fig. 3 . We observe in Table 3 that for their largest time step size, these PFASST-SH schemes are consistently faster than the corresponding serial SDC schemes for the range of spatial coarsening ratios considered here.
To achieve a normalized error norm of about 10 −6 in the geopotential variable, PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 3, M c + 1 = 2, N PF = 4, α = 1/5) has to take a time step size smaller or equal to ∆t = 128 s, whereas SDC(n ts = 3, N S = 4) and MLSDC(M f + 1 = 3, M c + 1 = 2, N ML = 2, α = 1/2) can achieve the same accuracy with a time step size ∆t = 400 s. Still, for this relatively low accuracy, PFASST-SH yields a speedup of S obs S = 4.1 (respectively, S obs ML = 3.0) compared to SDC(M f + 1 = 3, N S = 4) (respectively, MLSDC(M f + 1 = 3, M c + 1 = 2, N ML = 2, α = 1/2)). This is consistent with the theoretical speedup S theo S = 4.2 obtained in Section 5.5. With a milder coarsening in space, the accuracy of the parallelin-time algorithm improves, but the speedup is slightly reduced. Specifically, for a normalized error norm of about 10 Table 3 : Gaussian bump: L∞-error for Rnorm = 32, time step size, and wall-clock time for serial and parallel SDC-based schemes. In the last two columns, S obs S denotes the observed speedup achieved with MLSDC-SH and PFASST-SH with respect to SDC, while S obs ML denotes the speedup achieved with PFASST-SH with respect to MLSDC-SH. The speedups for Rnorm = 256 can be read from Fig. 4(a) .
Rossby-Haurwitz wave
We continue the analysis of the PFASST-SH algorithm with the Rossby-Haurwitz wave test case. The initial velocity field is non-divergent, and the initial geopotential distribution, given in Williamson et al. (1992) , is such that the temporal derivative of the divergence is zero. We simulate 102, 400 s (28 hours, 26 min, 40 s) of propagation with a spatial resolution given by R f = 256. The diffusion coefficient is set to 10 5 m 2 .s −1 . The spectrum of the reference solution obtained using SDC(M f + 1 = 5, N S = 8) with the same spatial resolution and a time step size ∆t ref = 100 s is shown in Fig. 5 . As in Section 6.1, we see that even though relatively large spectral coefficients are truncated on the coarse level for α = 1/5, they are significantly smaller for α = 4/5.
We first study the error norm as a function of time step size for a fixed number of iterations. We consider the same PFASST-SH schemes with the same number of iterations as in the previous test case, namely, PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 3, M c + 1 = 2, N PF = 4, α) and PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 5, M c + 1 = 3, N PF = 8, α). The results shown in Fig. 6 are consistent with those of the previous test case. Specifically, the largest stable time steps achieved with PFASST-SH decrease when the spatial coarsening ratio is close to one, and are still smaller than with the serial SDC schemes. In addition, the error obtained with the PFASST-SH schemes first decreases as the time step size is reduced, and then stagnates for small time steps. As discussed previously, the error norm achieved for small time steps depends on the spatial coarsening ratio as this parameter determines the fraction of the spectrum that can be represented on the coarse level. Figure 6 shows that the error norm remains relatively large with aggressive spatial coarsening, but essentially vanishes for mild coarsening in space. We observe that for this example, PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 5, M c + 1 = 3, N PF = 8, α = 4/5) is as accurate as the serial SDC(M f + 1 = 5, N S = 8) for all the time step sizes considered here. PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 5, M c + 1 = 3, N PF = 8, α = 1/2) is less accurate than PFASST (16,5,3,8,4/5) for R norm = 256, but that the two schemes have the same accuracy for R norm = 32. Figure 6 : Rossby-Haurwitz wave: L∞-norm of the error in the geopotential field after 28 hours, 26 min, 40 s as a function of time step size. We apply the same norm to the SDC and PFASST-SH schemes, with Rnorm = 256 in 6(a), and Rnorm = 32 in 6(b). In the legend, the fourth (respectively, fifth) parameter of the PFASST-SH schemes denotes the number of iterations (respectively, the coarsening ratio in space).
Next, we assess the computational cost of these PFASST-SH schemes by considering the error norm as a function of wall-clock time. As in the previous test case, we note in Fig. 7 that for their largest stable time steps, the PFASST-SH schemes are more efficient than the corresponding serial SDC schemes. e also see that for a given accuracy, the difference in wall-clock time is larger when the error is computed with R norm = 32, which suggests that the PFASST-SH algorithm resolves the main features of the solution significantly faster than the serial schemes.
These results are summarized in Table 4 . We observe that PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 3, M c + 1 = 2, N ML = 4, α = 1/5) can achieve a geopotential error norm of 2 × 10 −8 for a time step size of ∆t = 100 s, which is a quarter of the time step size required by SDC(M f + 1 = 3, N S = 4) and MLSDC(M f + 1 = 3, M c + 1 = 2, N ML = 2, α = 1/2) to reach this tolerance. The reduced stability of the parallel-in-time scheme explains why the speedups obtained with PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 3, M c + 1 = 2, N PF = 4, α = 1/5) are slightly smaller than for the previous test case -specifically, S Figure 7: Rossby-Haurwitz wave: L∞-norm of the error in the geopotential field after 28 hours, 26 min, 40 s as a function of wall-clock time. We apply the same norm to the SDC and PFASST-SH schemes, with Rnorm = 256 in 7(a), and Rnorm = 32 in 7(b). In the legend, the fourth (respectively, fifth) parameter of the PFASST-SH schemes denotes the number of iterations (respectively, the coarsening ratio in space). For their largest time steps, we see that the PFASST-SH schemes have a smaller wall-clock time than the serial SDC schemes for a similar error. Table 4 : Rossby-Haurwitz wave: L∞-error computed with Rnorm = 32, time step size, and wall-clock time for the serial and parallel SDC-based schemes. S obs S denotes the observed speedup achieved with MLSDC-SH and PFASST-SH with respect to SDC, while S obs ML denotes the speedup achieved with PFASST-SH with respect to MLSDC-SH. The speedups for Rnorm = 256 can be read from Fig. 7(a) .
Nonlinear evolution of an unstable barotropic wave
We conclude the analysis of PFASST-SH by considering the initial condition proposed by Galewsky et al. (2004) . This test case consists of a stationary zonal jet perturbed by the introduction of a Gaussian bump in the geopotential field. This leads to the propagation of gravity waves followed by the development of complex vortical dynamics. These processes operate on multiple time scales and are representative of the horizontal aspects of atmospheric flows. We run the simulations for 144 hours using a diffusion coefficient of ν = 10 5 m 2 .s −1 as in Galewsky et al. (2004) . We have shown in Hamon et al. (2019) that this is a particularly challenging test for the MLSDC-SH scheme. This is due to the fast amplification of small-scale features that significantly undermines the accuracy of the multi-level integration scheme when the spatial coarsening strategy is too aggressive. Based on a result from our previous work on MLSDC-SH, we only consider coarsening ratios closer to one -i.e., α = R c /R f ≥ 3/5 -in this example. This test case is therefore well suited to assess the robustness and efficiency of PFASST-SH when the coarse corrections are relatively expensive due to the limited spatial coarsening.
The vortices generated with PFASST-SH using ten iterations are shown in Fig. 8 We now proceed to the analysis of the evolution of the error norm as a function of time step size in Fig. 10 . We focus on PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 3, M c + 1 = 2, N PF = 4, α) and PFASST(n ts = 16, M F + 1 = 5, M c + 1 = 3, N PF = 8, α) with four and eight iterations, respectively. For this example characterized by the presence of large spectral coefficients associated with high-frequency modes, PFASST-SH is accurate only if the spatial coarsening ratio is close to one. But, for a small value of α, most of the spectrum is represented on the coarse level, which imposes a more severe stability restriction on the time step size. This is particularly the case for PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 3, M c + 1 = 2, N PF = 4, α), as this scheme is only stable for ∆t ≤ 15 s. This is almost two orders of magnitude smaller than the largest time step sizes achieved by the serial schemes. With more SDC nodes on the fine and coarse levels, PFASST(n ts = 16, M F + 1 = 5, M c + 1 = 3, N PF = 8, α) can still achieve stable time step sizes as large as 240 s for α = 3/5, which is only one order of magnitude smaller than the largest time step size taken by SDC(M f + 1 = 5, N S = 8). However, we see that reducing the time step size for a fixed number of eight iterations in PFASST(n ts = 16, M F + 1 = 5, M c + 1 = 3, N PF = 8, α) does not reduce the error. This limitation is overcome by performing more PFASST-SH iterations -i.e., N PF > 8 Figure 11: Unstable barotropic wave: L∞-norm of the error in the geopotential field after 144 hours as a function of wall-clock time. For both SDC and PFASST-SH, the norms are computed Rnorm = 256 in 11(a), and Rnorm = 64 in 11(b). The fourth (respectively, fifth) parameter of the PFASST-SH schemes refers to the number of iterations (respectively, the coarsening ratio in space). For each scheme, the leftmost point corresponds to the largest stable time step. The figure shows that for their largest stable time step, the PFASST (16,5,3,8,·) schemes reduce the computational cost compared to the serial SDC schemes, while the PFASST(16,3,2,4,·) are consistently most expensive than their serial reference. Figure 11 illustrates the computational cost of the PFASST-SH schemes by showing the error norm as a function of wall-clock time. Due to its limited stability, PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 3, M c + 1 = 2, N PF = 4, α) is not competitive for this test case, as it is consistently slower than the serial SDC schemes for all time step sizes. Conversely, for their largest stable time step, the PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 5, M c + 1 = 3, N PF = 8, α) schemes are more efficient than both SDC(M f + 1 = 5, N S = 8) and SDC(M f + 1 = 3, N S = 4). The speedup is slightly larger when the error norm only accounts for the low-frequency spectral coefficients (R norm = 64). This is because for α < 1, the high-frequency features cannot be resolved by PFASST-SH when the number of iterations is small compared to the number of time steps.
In Figs. 10 and 11, the error norm obtained with the PFASST-SH schemes stagnates at a relatively large error magnitude, except for α = 1. Now, we show that this limitation can be overcome by increasing the number of PFASST-SH iterations, N PF . In Fig. 12 . We fix the time step size to ∆t = 240 s and increase the number of iterations. In 12(a), for each spatial coarsening ratio, we annotate the data point corresponding to the stable PFASST-SH scheme with the smallest number of iterations, and the data point corresponding to PFASST(16, 5, 3, 18, α) . We see that achieving stability for this time step size requires at least eight iterations for α = 3/5, but at least 14 iterations for α = 1. number of iterations, N PF . We now focus on PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 5, M c + 1 = 3, N PF , α) with N P F ≥ 8 as this family of schemes yields consistent speedups compared to the serial SDC schemes. The figure shows that increasing the number of PFASST-SH iterations reduces the error in the spectral coefficients for both R norm = 256 and R norm = 64. This reduction takes place because increasing N PF allows to progressively propagate more information on high-frequency modes to the last processor. In terms of computational cost, performing more PFASST-SH iterations only slightly increases the wall-clock time. This is because in the PFASST algorithm, the cost of the parallel fine sweeps is amortized over multiple iterations. Therefore, unlike Parareal, PFASST can still achieve a speedup when the number of iterations, N PF , is close or equal to the number of processors, n ts . In fact, we see in Fig. 12 that increasing N PF leads to an increase in the speedup compared to the serial schemes.
The speedups observed for this numerical experiment are in Table 5 . We highlight that by running the PFASST-SH simulations for different numbers of iterations and different spatial coarsening ratios, we have found a near-optimal set of parameters for this particularly challenging test case. In the best configuration, PFASST-SH uses no coarsening in space (α = 1) and performs 16 iterations (N PF = n ts ). This yields an accurate parallel-in-time scheme with a good stability. Specifically, for an error norm of 3 × 10 −12 in the geopotential variable, PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 5, M c + 1 = 3, N PF = 16, α = 1) can take the time step size of 240 s as SDC(M f + 1 = 5, N S = 8), leading to a speedup of 3.7. For this error norm, MLSDC(M f + 1 = 5, M c + 1 = 3, N ML = 4, α = 4/5) is more expensive than the single-level SDC(M f + 1 = 5, N S = 8), as shown in Hamon et al. (2019 To conclude the analysis, we run a strong scalability study to assess the evolution of the accuracy and efficiency of PFASST-SH when the number of processors is increased from four to 64. The results of this scalability study run with the same physical parameters as in the previous paragraphs are in Fig. 13 . We simulate 144 hours of propagation with a time step of ∆t = 225 s. We see that the PFASST-SH schemes exhibit an excellent scalability for all spatial coarsening ratios as long as they remain stable. Specifically, the wall-clock time of PFASST(n ts = 16, M f + 1 = 5, M c + 1 = 3, N PF = 30, α = 3/5) is reduced by a factor of 7.8 (respectively, 13.7) when the number of processors is increased from four to 32 (respectively, 64) . Increasing the number of processors also causes a deterioration of the error, but we point out that this problem could be addressed by increasing the number of iterations. For each value of the spatial coarsening coefficient, the right-most data point corresponds to the stable PFASST-SH simulation with the largest number of processors (i.e., using more processors with the same number of iterations would make PFASST-SH unstable).
Conclusion and future work
We have proposed an iterative, multilevel, parallel-in-time integration method for the Shallow-Water Equations (SWE) on the rotating sphere. Our approach combines the global Spherical Harmonics (SH) transform with the Parallel Full Approximation Scheme in Space and Time (PFASST) to construct a robust and efficient numerical scheme for the nonlinear wave-propagation problems arising from the SWE. The method computes multiple time steps in parallel by applying a sequence of concurrent fine corrections to iteratively improve an initial condition propagated on the coarse level. A key feature of this algorithm is the coarsening and interpolation procedure designed in Hamon et al. (2019) to accurately transfer the approximate solution between levels without introducing spurious modes.
We have studied the properties of PFASST-SH using a suite of standard nonlinear test cases designed for the development of dynamical cores for weather and climate simulations. These numerical tests illustrate the critical importance of the spatial coarsening ratio, α, for the accuracy and computational cost of the scheme. Aggressive spatial coarsening yields an inexpensive but relatively inaccurate PFASST-SH scheme that cannot resolve the small-scale features of the solution. Conversely, milder spatial coarsening leads to a more costly, but significantly more accurate scheme that captures the full spectrum of the solution. Our results show that PFASST-SH remains robust, accurate, and efficient for the challenging test case proposed in Galewsky et al. (2004) and characterized by the progressive amplification of large highfrequency modes in the spectrum of the solution. For this numerical experiment, we have demonstrated that our parallel-in-time algorithm can both fully represent the fine solution of the problem and achieve a speedup compared to the serial single-level and multi-level schemes. Finally, the study performed on the test case from Galewsky et al. (2004) shows that PFASST-SH achieves a good (strong) scalability when the number of processors is increasing up to 64 processors.
Future work includes combining PFASST with Semi-Lagrangian (SL) methods, which have exhibited excellent stability properties in the context of a Parareal-based predictor-corrector scheme (Schmitt et al., 2018) . This would aim at increasing the largest stable time step size taken by PFASST to further reduce the computational cost of the parallel-in-time integration method. Another research direction consists in exploiting the stability of exponential integrators in PFASST, as done before using a Parareal approach (Gander and Güttel, 2013 ) and a serial SDC approach (Buvoli, 2015) . Finally, future work also includes extending these results to the full atmospheric dynamics -i.e., accounting for the horizontal and vertical components -to demonstrate the applicability of PFASST in dynamical cores and target more realistic, larger-scale weather and climate simulations.
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